
SOUP AND BUN 1 RACE REPORT 

Greetings All 

For those not attending today you missed an absolute cracker.  We fulfilled our 
promises of great weather, great course, wonderful company all topped off with 
some awesome soup.  Thanks again to Chris Dawkins for the use of his property 
and to WikesRM for sponsoring the soup. 

Today's riders put on a great show and pre-race it promised to be a battle between 
the three Js, Justin Jack and Jeremy.  There were those present who wanted to alter 
this misconception.  There were some extenuating circumstances though.  Jeremy 
had been having some robotics removed from his leg, screws plates etc., which 
slowed him to a human pace.  Jack found out about the Kaiteriteri 6 hour event held 
yesterday, we were trying to hide this from him to ensure that he turned up 
today.  He did six hours yesterday only getting passed in the final throws of the event 
and came a very creditable 2nd.   Jeremy played his substitute card and wound 
young Finn up to contest the lead.   

At the end of lap 1, course setter Justin was a couple of seconds down on Jack with 
Finn well in touch.  Ian T. was next about a minute back and then Chris F. holding 
his own in the gentile category.  Jeremy and Neve were having a father-daughter 
effort well up the field, and also keeping it in the family Fletcher was leading Mondo 
around in a very competitive effort.  Mondo was getting some sound advise from 
young Fletcher who managed to hold out Dad for six very aggresive laps. 

On lap 2, Justin hit the front leaving Jack and Finn to fight for the scraps.  These two 
were wheel to wheel for four laps until the six hour effort from yesterday began to 
take its toll.  Jack started cramping and Finn showed lots of sympathy by jetting off 
into a clear second place.  It was on lap 5 that Ian T. forfeited his fourth place by 
coming a cropper.  Good luck with the recovery Ian, arm in a sling hinting at a 
possible collar bone issue.  Oldie Chris inherited fourth slot and looked effortless up 
the final incline. 

We welcomed Dion with a familar surname but no relation to Jeremy and co.  Dion 
has joined us from Taupo and has experience from various worldwide places.  He 
has project managed track building efforts in some exotic locations so we may find 
him a useful addition to our club.  Dion has also entered the upcoming Pioneer 
having connections with previous runnings of this event.  Peter and Richard have 
also entered, but Richard has once again got his arm in a cast after a Coppermine 
indiscretion.  He was present today with his camera and hopefuly his great pics will 
be visible on the facebook page shortly. 

So Justin forged on ahead for seven laps and was about to lap Jack in third place 
until Jack pulled the pin.  Great weekend effort Jack.  Justin quit after seven laps and 
turned his efforts to the soup.  Did pretty well there too from all accounts.  He was at 
the venue in the rain on Thursday tidying up the track and was there at sparrows this 
morning putting arrows out, so another good effort.  And while we are talking of good 
efforts, Finn carried on to complete eight laps, just slowing slightly towards the end 



having completely spent himself.  Our younger riders are pretty awesome, with sister 
Neve also impressing.   

Anje and Alana kept the ladies flag flying with Alana sneaking past Anje on the last 
lap while she wasn't looking. 

A few new names on the scoresheet and we hope that they had fun and will return 
for more.  Everyone had fun today, some just didn't realise it until the heartrate 
returned to normal.  Justin is checking out the next venue shortly so will keep you in 
touch when the decision has been finalised.  

O.T.R 

 


